The Aqueous Methanolic Extract of Unripe Carica Papaya (Pawpaw) Fruit Disturbs Oestrous Cycle in Albino Rats
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Abstract: This study investigated the effects of aqueous methanolic extract of unripe Carica papaya (AMEUCP) on cyclicity of female rats. Fresh mature unripe pawpaw fruits were obtained from Nsukka, Nigeria and extracted by cold maceration. The effect of the extract on the oestrous cycle was studied using twenty (20) matured non pregnant female rats (160-195 g) randomly assigned into four groups (A, B, C and D) of five rats each. Rats in group A served as the control and received 0.5 ml of distilled water orally while those in groups B, C and D received 450 mg/kg, 900 mg/kg and 900 mg/kg AMEUCP respectively for 15 days. During this period, vaginal smears were evaluated daily for oestrous cyclicity. The extract was further investigated for estrogenic effect using twenty five immature (30-40 days old; 35-40 g) female rats following standard procedures. Data obtained from the study were subjected to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Variant means were separated using the Duncan’s multiple range test and significance was accepted at p < 0.05. The study demonstrated that although the AMEUCP does not possess estrogenic properties, it caused irregularity in the oestrous cycle which was not reversible even after withdrawal of the treatment. It was therefore concluded that the unripe fruits or its products may have a negative influences on the reproductive health of animals and probably man.
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I. Introduction

Numerous plants have been reported historically to aid child delivery, stimulate menstrual flow or alter fertility [1, 2]. Modern scientific studies in experimental animals have confirmed the effect of some of these herbs on the reproductive system [3-6]. Most of these plants cause infertility in females by acting as anti-implantation, abortifacient, estrogenic or anti-estrogenic agents and also by disruption of the oestrous cycle [7]. The oestrous cycle; one of the indices of fertility in the female is a rhythmic reproductive cycle in sexually matured female mammals often influenced by the release of gonadotropin releasing hormones, gonadotropins and gonadal hormones [8]. Normal cyclicity is an index of good functioning of the neuroendocrine and reproductive systems whereas abnormality in the oestrous cycle indicates the disruption in the functions of any of these systems and may invariably affect fertility. The female rat has a characteristic short estrus cycle of 4 to 5 days in phases [9] which make them ideal for reproductive studies [10], and the presence or absence of four cell types of the vaginal epithelium and the relative proportion of each cell type, determines the stages of the oestrous cycle.

Carica papaya a tree of the Caricaceae family is one of the indigenous plants widely cultivated throughout the world for food and traditional medicine as all parts of the plant are beneficial and are attributed with different medicinal values [11-16]. Several researchers have reported the antifertility properties of various parts of Carica papaya in males and females. Carica papaya seed has been considered as a safe approach to male anti-fertility [5, 17-20]. In the female, crude papaya latex from unripe fruits induced spasmodic myometrial contractions similar to oxytocin and prostaglandin F₂α in rats [14] and guinea pig [21] while ethanol extracted papaya seed (EEPS) caused concentration dependent tocolysis of uterine strips isolated from gravid and non-gravid rats. More so, anti-implantation activity, embryotoxicity and increased post implantation loss has been attributed to papain present in Carica papaya latex [22]. There is however a paucity of information on the effects on female cyclicity. The objective of this study is therefore to determine the effects of aqueous methanol extracts of unripe Carica papaya (AMEUCP) on the cyclicity of normal cycling sexually mature female rats.

II. Materials And Methods

2.1 Collection of plant material

Fresh sample of mature unripe pawpaw fruits were obtained from Nsukka urban and authenticated by Mr A. Ozioko, a taxonomist at the International Centre for Ethnomedicine and Drug Development (INTERCEDD), Nsukka.
2.2 Preparation of Extracts and Determination of Plant Yield

The fruits were sliced into thin sheets, sun-dried and pulverized into a fine powder using a dry grinder. The powder was stored in an air tight container at 23-25°C until required. About five hundred (500) grams of the dried sample were subjected to cold maceration with 80% methanol for 48 hours, stirring at intervals. The extract was concentrated to dryness in a hot air oven at a reduced temperature of 40°C and then stored at 4°C throughout the period of the study.

2.3 Animals

Adult female Wistar albino rats (175-200g) were obtained from the Animal House Unit of the Department of Pathology and Microbiology, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Nigeria, Nsukka. They were kept in rat cages in a well ventilated house, temperature of 27 – 30°C, 12 hour natural light and 12 hour darkness. The animals were provided commercial feed (Grand Cereals and Oil Mills Ltd, Bukuru, Jos, Nigeria) and clean water ad libitum. Protocol for this experiment was in accordance with the guidelines on the care and well being of research animals [23]. They were also allowed to acclimatize for two weeks before the commencement of the experiment.

2.4 Evaluation of Aqueous Methanolic Extract of Unripe Carica papaya (AMEUCP) on oestrus cycle in rats

Part I: Pre-treatment phase

Three pre-treatment oestrus cycles were established by vaginal smears as described by Marcondes [10, 24] to determine the rats with regular estrous cycle. Vaginal smears were prepared everyday at a constant interval of 9.00-10.00 am for 16 days. Briefly, a moistened swab sticks was used for smear collection from the vaginal lumen by introducing the swab stick gently into the vagina and gently rotating it along the floor of the lateral walls after which it was used to make an impression smear on a clean microscope slide. The smeared slides were stained using the Giemsa’s staining technique after which the stained slides were observed under a light microscope with 10 and 40x objective lenses. The relative proportions of recognized cells were used to determine the phases of the estrous cycle [10]. The female rats that had undergone three successive 4 or 5 day cycles were selected for this study.

Part II: Treatment phase

Twenty (20) matured female rats were used for this study and were randomly divided into four groups; (A, B, C and D) with each group consisting of five rats. Rats in group A served as the control and received 0.5mls of distilled water (the vehicle) while those in groups B and C received 450mg/kg BW and 900mg/kg BW of the aqueous methanolic extracts of unripe Carica papaya (AMEUCP) respectively for 15 days. Rats in group D also received 900 mg/kg BW of AMUCPE for the same period of time. Administration of the extract was done orally. The vaginal smears were evaluated daily as previously described in the pre-treatment phase throughout the treatment phase for all the groups. Rats exhibiting a 4-stage and 4-5 day estrous cycle of proestrus-estrus-metestrus-diestrus were classified as normal while any deviation from this pattern in terms of duration and sequence was categorized as abnormal. The weight of the animals was monitored daily. At the end of this study, the rats were humanely sacrificed by cervical dislocation. The ovaries and uteri were dissected out and surrounding tissues were carefully trimmed of fat. They were blotted on filter papers and weighed quickly on a sensitive balance and recorded. The weight was later expressed as the ratio of the live body weight.

2.5 Investigation of AMEUCP for Possible Reversibility effects

At the end of the estrous cycle study the animals in group D were allowed free access to feed and water for another 15 days. During this period, the vaginal smears were also prepared and evaluated daily as previously described by Marcondes [10] to check for possible reversibility effects if any.

2.6 Investigation of AMEUCP for Oestrogenic activity

The extract was further investigated for oestrogenic activity. Twenty five (25) sexually immature female Wistar rats, 25–30 days old, were used for this study. Twenty (20) of these animals were prepared for ovariectomy. Anaesthesia was achieved using Xylaxine (5mg/kg) and Ketamin (60mg/kg) administered intraperitoneally. The uterine horns were exteriorized and the ovaries excised via a laparotomy incision. The laparotomy incision was routinely closed. Fifteen days post surgery; the animals were divided into four groups (A - D) of five rats each.

Groups A and B received 450 and 900mg /kg of AMEUCP respectively. Group C received stilboesterol (standard) in paraffin at 0.2 mg/kg body weight subcutaneously (positive control) and group D served as negative control and received vehicle only (0.5ml paraffin oil). All the above treatments were given for four consecutive days. Group E was made up of five other rats which were neither ovariectomised nor
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treated with standard drug or extract which were also kept alongside the rest. The weight of the animals was also recorded daily. On the fifth day, all the rats were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, the uteri dissected out and the surrounding fatty tissues were carefully trimmed off. The uteri were blotted on filter papers and weighed quickly on a sensitive balance and recorded. The weight was later expressed as the ratio of the live body weight.

2.7 Data analyses
All the obtained data were expressed as means ± standard deviation and analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Comparisons with the control groups were made using One-way ANOVA. Variant means were separated using the Duncan’s multiple range test and differences were considered significant if P-value < 0.05.

III. Results

3.1 Plant yield
A dark brown (honey coloured) sticky paste weighing 47g (15.6% yield) was recovered following extraction by cold maceration and concentrated to dryness.

3.2 Effect on the oestrous cycle
Administration of extract produced an irregular pattern in the oestrous cycle of the extract treated rats (Table 1). Animals of the extract treated groups (450 and 900 mg/kg) exhibited a prolonged metestrus and diestrus thereby reducing the frequency of occurrence of the oestrus phase of the cycle. The reversibility study revealed that this irregularity in the oestrus cycle persisted even after withdrawal of the extract (Table 1).

3.3. Effects of AMEUCP on rat ovary and uterus.
There was a decrease in the ovarian and uterine weights of the extract treated groups (450mg/kg and 900mg/kg) when compared to those of the control group. There was however no significant difference (p > 0.05) in the ovarian and uterine ratios among the groups (Figure 1).

3.4 Oestrogenic activity of the extract
The estrogenic activity test showed no significant difference (p > 0.05) in the uterine ratios among the ‘intact’ (non ovariecetomised-non treated), treated (450 and 900 mg/kg) and negative control (0.5 ml paraffin oil) groups. However, the uterine ratios of the positive control (Group C, stilboesterol – 0.2 mg/kg) differed significantly (p < 0.05) with those of the other groups (Figure 3). The uteri of rats in this group were inflated and fluid filled.

| Table 1: Effects of AMEUCP administration on the oestrous cycle |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| GROUP A (control distilled H₂O) n = 5 | GROUP B (450mg/kg) n = 5 | GROUP C (900mg/kg) n = 5 | GROUP D₁ (900mg/kg) n = 5 | GROUP D₂ (Wdr-R₁) n = 5 |
| + | - | - | - | - |
| + | - | - | - | - |
| + | - | - | - | + |
| + | - | - | - | - |

Key:
+ = Regular oestrous cycle
- = Irregular oestrous cycle
R₁ = 900mg/kg = for reversibility study
Wdr -R₁ = withdrawal of treatment
The Aqueous Methanolic Extract of Unripe Carica Papaya Fruit Disturbs Oestrous Cycle in Albino Rats

Evaluation of the estrous cycle in laboratory rodents can be a useful measure of the integrity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian reproductive axis and can also serve as a way of insuring that animals exhibiting abnormal cycling patterns are excluded from a study prior to exposure to a test compound [26]. Assessment of vaginal cytology in regularly cycling animals also provides a means to establish a comparable endocrine milieu for animals even at necropsy. The results of this study (Table 1) support the reports by other researchers of the ability of some plant extracts to alter the estrous cycle [27-29].

Administration of the aqueous methanolic extract of unripe Carica papaya (AMEUCP) disrupted the oestrous cycle and produced an irregular pattern of oestrous cycle in the treated rats. These rats showed a prolonged metestrus and diestrus pattern in each cycle thereby lowering the frequency of occurrence of the oestrus phase. Consequently the frequency of ovulation was reduced with a resultant impairment of fertility. The irregular pattern of oestrus observed in the treated rats may be attributed to the presence of phytoconstituents in the crude extract [16, 30] some of which have been incriminated to cause disorder in the oestrous cycle [31, 32]. The inhibitory effect of steroidal saponins (which are appreciably present in unripe C. papaya) on the oestrous cycle has also been reported [33] and these have been found to reduce fertility in animals upon continuous administration.

Similar reports indicate that plant extracts adversely affected oestrous cycle in rats during the diestrus phase by blocking the release of both follicle stimulating hormones (FSH) and leutenizing hormones (LH) [34, 35]. The findings of this study are also in agreement with the findings of Oluyemi [36] who reported that the methanolic extract of Aspilia africana resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in the duration of proestrus, estrus and metestrus, while it increased the duration of diestrus. Similarly, Uchendu [37] reported that ethanolic extract of Dalbergia saxatilis prolonged the diestrus phase of the cycle and thus reduced fertilization.

* Represents significant differences (p < 0.05) between groups

IV. Discussion

*Figure 1: Effect of AMEUCP on the ovarian and uterine ratio

*Figure 2: Oestrogenic activity of AMEUCP
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in the affected experimental animals. In contrast, Marcondes [10] and Mustapha [38] independently reported a prolonged proestrus and estrus phases of the cycle and subsequent antifertility following oral administration of various plant extracts to rats.

Persistent irregularity in the oestrous cycle observed even after withdrawal of the extract administration (Table 1) suggests a possible alteration in the hormonal mechanisms that controls cyclicity. A similar effect has also been reported by Oluymi [36]. This observation however differs from that of Gopalakrishnan [39] who reported in an earlier study that adult cycling females rats fed on different components of papaya showed continuous diestrous but reverted to normal cycle on discontinuing the treatment. There was no significant difference (p > 0.05) in the ovarian and uterine weights of the treated animals when compared to those of the control groups suggesting that the administration of the extract may not have produced any visible gross alteration on these organs. This however, is not conclusive as there are possibilities that histopathological alterations may have occurred which may not be evident grossly.

The effect of estrogen on immature rat uterus has established the importance of this organ for the bioassay of estrogen-like substances [40, 41]. Estrogen is known to elicit uterine growth response in a non-genomic mechanism [40, 42] which involves inducing changes such as increase in vascular permeability, water imbibitions and cellular infiltration [43]. This sequence of events subsequently leads to an increase in uterine weight. The uterine ratio of the ‘intact’ treated and negative control (0.5 ml paraffin oil) groups were not significantly different indicating that the extract did not elicit estrogenic effect on the uterine tissues. However, the uterine ratios of the positive control (Group C – 0.2 mg/kg stilboesterol) differed significantly with those of the rest of the groups. The observed increase in the uterine ratio of the stilboesterol treated group could be attributed to estrogen related enlargement of endometrial cell size and alteration in the activity of the smooth muscles of the uterus which has been shown to exhibit signs of increased blood flow following the administration of estrogen in ovariectomised rats and rabbits [44]. Although phytochemical analysis of unripe Carica papaya revealed some phyoeostrogenous components [16, 30] they may not be present in appreciable amount to elicit estrogenic observable effect.

Despite the fact that evidence of estrogenicity was not observed in this study, it is however interesting to know that strong anticonceptive and abortifacient activities were observed in another study when the aqueous methanolic extract of unripe C. papaya were administered to pregnant rats from days 1- 7 and 10 – 12 of pregnancy respectively (unpublished). The observed irregularities of the oestous cycle may cause distortion of the endometrial function which may in turn lead to a failure of implantation and pregnancy with a resultant impairment of fertility.

V. Conclusion

The results of this research showed that although aqueous methanolic extract of Carica papaya did not elicit estrogenic activity, it however disrupted the estrous cycle of female rats by prolonging the metestrus and diestrus phases of the cycle; suggesting negative influences on the reproductive health or fertility of the animals.
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